The Idiot by Elif Batuman (Jonathan Cape)

The eponymous idiot of this book is Selin, a nineteen-year old Turkish-American freshman at Harvard
in the mid nineties. Given that the author is Turkish-American and was a Harvard freshman in 1995,
it seems fair to assume that much of this novel is autobiographical, though it is difficult to believe
that she was as clueless as her character. Rather, in spite of the surface correspondences between
author and character, this is the author looking back in wry amusement and sometimes
embarrassment at her younger self.
Not that Selin is an idiot in the politically incorrect sense of the word: after all, she made it to
Harvard. Though in fact highly intelligent, she simply can’t see the point of much of modern life.
Things other people take for granted she finds bizarre, even surreal. ‘As a novelist you write about
social mores,’ Batuman has said in an interview, ‘but not everything can be explained. You want to
make the familiar strange and memorable again, and an easy shortcut is to make your protagonist
young, clueless and innocent.’
Batuman’s young, clueless protagonist certainly succeeds in making the familiar strange: ‘At a
table near the door, two students were slumped over their books, either asleep or murdered. In a
corner, a girl was staring at a stack of flash cards with incredible ferocity, as if she were going to eat
them.’
This extract is fairly typical of Batuman’s procedure, or Selin’s mental processes: observing a
perfectly normal phenomenon like two students asleep over their books or a girl staring at a stack of
cards, she makes it seem surreal and vaguely scary. Life, for Selin, as presumably for Batuman, is full
of puzzling but intriguing things. Thus, suffering from a bad cold and desperate for a tissue while
being interviewed for a literature seminar, she tries ‘to determine whether any of the rectangles in
my peripheral vision was a box of tissues. Unfortunately, they were all books. The professor was
talking about the differences between creative and academic writing. I kept nodding. I was thinking
about the structural equivalence between a tissue box and a book: both consisted of slips of white
paper in a cardboard case; yet – this was ironic – there was very little functional equivalence,
especially if the book wasn’t yours.’
She continues, enunciating what could be taken as the ruling principle of the book: ‘These
were the kinds of things I thought about all the time, even though they were neither pleasant nor
useful. I had no idea what you were supposed to be thinking about.’
Selin’s deadpan reportage on the things she comes across in her freshman life is at times a
devastating critique of academic pretensions. Adopting the wide-eyed gaze of an extra-terrestrial
visitor astray among the mysteries of an alien culture, her uncomprehending descriptions are as

barbed as they are funny. Having to read as a set text Huysmans’ ultra-decadent aestheticist
manifesto, Against Nature, she reports: ‘I thought maybe Against Nature would be a book about
someone who viewed things the way I did – trying to live a life unmarred by laziness, cowardice, and
conformity. I was wrong; it was more a book about interior decoration. In his free moments from
plumbing the subrational depths of upholstery, the main character devoted himself to … hanging out
with a jewel-encrusted tortoise, and thinking thoughts like, “All is syphilis.” How was that an
aesthetic life?’
Recalling her mother’s attempts at finding a meaning in a New Yorker short story (Batuman is
a staff writer for the New Yorker, and must know that its short stories are notoriously unresolved,
not to say pointless), Selin says: ‘She believed, and I did, too, that every story had a central meaning.
You could get that meaning, or you could miss it completely.’
Whether Batuman still believes this is not clear from her novel. This reader, at least, could not
discern anything resembling ‘a central meaning’ – unless the sheer randomness of the events, the
apparently indiscriminate recording of impressions and thoughts, constitute a central meaning. The
plot, what there is of it, concerns Selin’s inconclusive infatuation with a somewhat disconnected
young Hungarian mathematician, whom she follows to Hungary, where she teaches English to a
series of variously gifted and ungifted students. The relationship goes nowhere, but Selin gets to
travel.
Paul Laity, writing in The Guardian, said : ‘The lack of structure in the second half of The
Idiot deliberately mirrors Selin’s lack of control over her own narrative. A decade ago, Batuman
wrote a polemic against the crafted, controlled fiction that was coming out of creative writing
courses. Literature, she insisted, should encompass “all the irrelevant garbage” of life. “American
writers, break out of the jail!” the essay concluded: “Write long novels, pointless novels.”’
So: if this novel seems long and pointless, that’s the way the author wanted it; and if the
events and thoughts recorded here seem like ‘irrelevant garbage’, that too, is as it should be. But
Batuman did not add, as she could have: But make sure that the reader remains interested. And,
perhaps oddly, The Idiot does keep one’s interest, more often than not by the sheer hilarious
absurdity of it all. For, as I should perhaps have made more of earlier, for all its naïve solemnity, this
is a very funny book, as only a very intelligent novelist can write about an idiot.

